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1. Foreword
The encoders manufactured by Hohner Automazione are high accuracy transducers used to measure
positions and/or speed in automated systems.
The encoder transforms the acquired parameters into codified electric signals which can be read by a
computerised control.
Those parameters are translated by means of a codified disk, which is integral with the transducer shaft, that
is read with a photoelectronic system.

2. Safety standards
- The encoders by Hohner are produced in compliance with a quality standard and with recognised

rules applied to the electrotechnic/electronic field.
- When they leave the manufacturing premises, they are technically safe for the operator;

this condition can be maintained by following the instructions given in this manual.
- Handle the encoder with care: being generally made of metal, it could be a blunt weapon.
- The encoder must be used only for the purposes it is produced for. Any misuse could damage its
functions.
- The encoder must be used within the limit values shown in the technical specifications contained in
this manual.
- Our guarantee provisions comply with ISO 9001 standards.
- Our guarantee provisions relating to safety and environmental protection comply with the EEC
directive. CE marking on encoders proves this compliance.

3. Check to be carried out when receiving the encoders
Make immediately sure that:
- the goods correspond to the delivery note (Number of parts, type of material),
- the codes on the encoders correspond to the orders;
- no damage has been caused during transport.

4. Damages caused during transport/Anomalies
- In case of damages caused by transport, contact the freight company.
- In case of faults contact Hohner directly.
- If the material has to be returned, use the original packaging, if possible, and specify the name, the

address and the anomaly found.

5. Responsibility
Refer to the conditions set forth during purchase.

6. Notes
- Any intervention on the encoder carried out by personnel outside Hohner or by unauthorised

personnel could compromise both running and safety of the equipment; it is understood that in this
case, the guarantee does not apply any longer and Hohner shall disclaim any responsibility for any
subsequent damages to things, persons and animals.

- Assembly instructions enclosed herein are to be followed in order to assure a correct and safe use of
the equipment. Other operations or the use of couplings which are not recommended by Hohner
could compromise the encoder performance.

- Encoders are precision optoelectronic instruments provided with a precision mechanics able to
ensure measuring linearity; for these reasons they must be handled with care.

- Avoid hitting the carcass and, above all, the encoder shaft. Do not apply too heavy loads on the
encoder shaft.

7. Important remarks on Hohner encoders
- Electronics is realised with SMT-microSMT (SMT= Surface Mounting Technology) mixed technology.

This modern technology allows a more precise building and assembly of the electronic components,
which improves reliability and life.
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- Fortuitous faults are prevented thanks to electronic protections against short-circuit on the signal
lines and polarity inversion to the power supply unit Hohner encoders are provided with.
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8. Standard electric connections

codes / Models
9.1 Caption for the interpretation of en
- DATO A. + / DATO A. - = Differential serial inform
- PROG_TX / PROG_RX = Lines for encoder progr
- UP/DOWN     = Discriminator of the rot
- RESET     = Relative reset
- ALIM. + / ALIM. -     = Power supply: (from +1

Note 1:
1. The direction discriminator (UP/DOWN) can be 

a) in case of a programmable encoder: the UP/
modified with the supplied software or through the
a logic "0"; the encoder reads this value when star

b) in case of a non programmable encoder: thro
setting to a logic "0"; the encoder reads this value 

2. The relative zero (RESET) can be set as follows

a)In case of a programmable encoder: the rese
modified with the supplied software or the palmar 
"PSET1" and pin 10 "PSET2" of the connector). If 
second, the relative zero will be set. If these inputs
absolute position will be restored.

b)In case of a non programmable encoder: thro
"PSET2" of the connector). If a logic “ 0" is simultan
while if it is simultaneously given for 4 seconds, th

9.2 Accessories required for the progr
Encoders

The encoder parameters can be modified by using
the following:

- Software Module: it consists of a simple program
a standard serial card type RS-232. This program 
to set the encoder parameters and check operatin

  This software is peculiar in that it can connect 
programming mode.

  This function allows to use the RS-232 line bo
provided by the encoder itself without requiring an
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9. Interpretation of

(see pages 10..12)
(see pages 11..12)
(see note 1 below)
(see note 1 below)

0V DC) (see page 9)

 set when the parameters are
pin 8 of the connector) by setting it to

 input (pin 8 of the connector) by

en either when the parameters are
gh the dedicated inputs (pin 9
imultaneously given a logic "0" for 1

sly given a logic "0" for 4 seconds, the

d inputs (pin 9 "PSET1" and pin 10
1 second, the relative zero will be set,

e back to its absolute position.

ynchronous Serial

. For this purpose, Hohner suggests

 any Personal Computer provided with
face which is very easy to use, allows

d automatically convert it in the

g the encoder and acquiring the data
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Note: When decoding the encoder code, the Programmable version must be distinguished from
the Non Programmable version. The programmable encoder is supplied with 12 and 24 Bits, in
the case of single-turn and multi-turn respectively, even parity ON, clockwise direction (view from
the shaft) as UP and Binary code.
In case of a non programmable encoder, significant characteristics must be given, i.e., Series,
Flange, Outputs, Connections, Options, as well as further information on pulses/turn, turns (for
multi-turn, Up/Down, Parity (see table below, paragraph 5*).

* * * - * * * * * / *   /   *

Series Shaft Flanges Outputs Connections Options Pulses/Turn

58mm
SI    = Singleturn
SM  =  Multiturn

65mm
MS  = Singleturn
MM = Multiturn

90mm
TS   = Singleturn
TM =  Multiturn

Ø58mm
3=Ø 6mm L10mm
6=Ø 8mm L20mm
1=Ø10mm L20mm

Ø65mm
3=Ø 6mm 10mm(AMS)
6=Ø 8mm L20mm (AMS)
1=Ø10mm L20mm

Ø90mm
1=Ø 10mm L25mm
2=Ø 12mm L25mm

Ø58mm
1=Vedi
3= page
6= draw

Ø65mm
3=Ø 65mm

Ø90mm
3=Ø 90mm

1=RS422-
    RS485-
    RS232

1=9416 Axial
2=9416 Rad.

0=None
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10. Dimensioned drawings
10.1 Encoder assembly drawings
E_ASI 7

SERIES AMS

SERIES AMM
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10.2 Table of the connector overall dimensions (in mm)

SERIES ATS

SERIES ATM
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QUOTE mm 9416 9426
Connector type Contact 12 way

IP65
Contact 16 way

IP65
Diameter Ø 26 Ø 26
Length 51 51

11. Technical data
11.1 Mechanical data

Series AMS AMM ATS ATM
Fixing See pag.6-7
Shaft Ø See pag.6-7
Shaft loading max
Axial –Radial (N)

30

RPM 6000 (1)
Torque 5
Inertia 100 100 270 270
IP protection 5
Operating temp. 0/60°C
Weight (g) 300 500 700 700
Body and cover Aluminium

(1) The maximum speed is the speed allowed by the mechanical organs.
On the contrary, the maximum working speed, meant as the parameter within which the instrument works
properly, is given by two factors, the most restrictive of which is taken into account.
The first factor is the range of speed which ensures long life to the mechanical components, i.e., the speed
marked with (1) in the table.
The second factor is the maximum frequency of pulses that the encoder electronics can manage. Frequency
is given by the following formula:
f(Khz)= G x I / 60000 , where
f = frequency
G = rpm
I = resolution (number of pulses/turn). 
f cannot be higher than the limit value fmax, so G is limited by the maximum value fmax  obtainable:
Gmax (rpm) = fmax (Khz) x 60000 / I
The limit of maximum frequency must not be taken as the transmission rate of the serial package, but it is the
time required by the encoder to acquire and convert the information read by its codified disk.

11.2 Electric/ electronic data
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Series AMS AMM ATS ATM
Power supply 11/24Vdc ±5%
Current consumption 3 Watt 6 Watt 3 Watt 6Watt
Baude rate >300 / 1200 / 2400 / 4800 / 9600 / 19200 / 57600 / 115200

Outputs Differential in RS422
Programming circuit
(programmable version)

Line in RS232

Programmable code Binary/ Gray / BCD / ASCII

Programmable
version

1-12 Bit
1-12 Bit + 1-12 Bit

(Singleturn+
Multiturn)

1-12 Bit

1-12 Bit + 1-12
Bit

(Singleturn+
Multiturn)Max

resolution Non
Programmable
version

1-4096 pul.
1-4096 +1-4096

(Singleturn+
Multiturn)

1-4096 pul.
1-4096 +1-4096

(Singleturn+
Multiturn)

11.3 Diagrams for absolute encoder codes

1

Man_CE_ASI0

LEGEND
1 GRAY
2 BINARY
3 BCD

1.4 Transmission protocols

BYTE H BYTE M BYTE L CKSUM PAUSE

Tx

FRAME

SYNCHRONISM

PAUSE BYTE H

SR L SPD0..D7 L SP L SP L SP SR
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In the Repeated Asynchronous transmission the encoder stores the current value
at regular intervals called "PAUSES" and depending on the Baud Rate set. This is the
calculation formula: PAUSE=16,5*1/Baud Rate. The package (see the structure in Fig. 1) is
transmitted on the lines called: DATO A.+ and complementary DATO A.- for differential
transmission in RS-422 and on the lines PROG_TX and PROG_RX  for the transmission in
RS-232. The Frame consists of a number of Byte B0..Bn (in Fig. 1 Byte H-M-L) depending on
the encoder code selected, a Check Sum Byte (CKSUM) and a line return Byte, only in the
version with ASCII encoder code. Every Byte consists of 1 Start Bit (SR), 8 datum Bit (D0..D7),
1 parity Bit (L) and 1 Stop Bit (SP).

The data contained in the Bytes are sent by the MSB to the LSB and is the first Byte sent
contains the most significant bit.

The data packaging modes can be selected as shown in figures 2 and 3 with four examples
of resolution masking, that is: a) Disable - with specular values; b) Enable - with right-packaged
values

12. Input / outputs interfaces

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

222222222222
2
2
2

01234567891011

012345678910

0123456789

012345678

2222222222
222222222

222222222000
00

0
222222222222

2
2

2

01234567891011

012345678910

0123456789

012345678

2222222222
222222222
222222222 0 0 0

0 0
0

4096
2048
1024
512

4096
2048
1024
512

turn number pulses/turn

Pr1
Pr2
Pr3
Pr4

D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7
1o Byte 2o Byte 3o Byte

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

222222222222 01234567891011 222222222222 01234567891011 4096
2048
1024
512

4096
2048
1024
512

turn number pulses/turn

Pr1
Pr2
Pr3
Pr4

D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7
1o Byte 2o Byte 3o Byte

222222222220 012345678910 222222222222 01234567891011

222222222200 0123456789 222222222222 01234567891011

222222222000 012345678 222222222222 01234567891011
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12.1 S-422 serial datum interfacing circuit

1

c

1

Transmission in RS-422 must be
carried out with a balanced line and a
75-ohm line/receiver characteristic
2.2 Speed / distance ratio of a S-422 line

Output Driver RS-422

LOGIC
SERIALISED DATUM +

SERIALISED DATUM -

impedance. If necessary, the line is
adjusted to a 120 ohm termination
resistance.
Important is also the relationship
between the communication speed in
a RS-422 line and the length of the
line itself. The table: "Typical
Speed/Distance ratio" shows which is
the line length recommended at a
certain communication speed
between the encoder and an
acquisition system. This relationship
does not consider any correction
factor due to the characteristics of the
whole system (Plant), but only the
limits due to the driver and receiver
2

12.3
Syn

hronous input circuit

2.4 Programming interface in RS232

CLOCK +

CLOCK -
LOGIC

33 33

3333

150
4n7

RS-422
Synchronisation Clock Input

RS-232 circuit

LOGIC TX

RX

Max232

capabilities in an RS-422 balanced
line.
The circuit shown at point 12.3
shows the structure of the RS-422
system balanced inside the encoder.
This circuit photocouples the
synchronism signal (Clock) coming
from the acquisition card.
The maximum frequency allowed for
this input is 1MHz.
The serialised signal will depend on
the relationships given in point 11.4
on the previous page (pag.10) and
will be available as output through a
SN75176 driver described in point
12.1 above.
The encoder can be programmed
(in case of a programmable encoder)
as follows:
1-  with a software module by using a
Personal Computer and
communicating in RS-232 (a
schematic input/output diagram is
given herein) supplied by Hohner
with the encoders;
2- with a dedicated palmar unit
supplied by Hohner as an optional.
Man_CE_ASI
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12.5 Input circuit for settable bits

E

1

1
S
s
I
-
-
j

1

R

A

Settable inputs are auxiliary inputs
used to easily set some encoder
12.6
ncoder-Acquisition interfacing diagram for data transmission

LOGIC
10K
4K7

2n2

IN

Programming Bit Input parameters:
1- Reset (setting/restoring the
relative/absolute zero)
2- Bin/Gray (code setting)
3- Up/Down (direction discriminator)
4- Value preset
The example below shows the typical
connection of the serial encoder and
the signal acquisition card.

ENCODER ACQUISITION INTERFACE
an_CE_ASI 13

3. Assembly instructions

3.1 Preparing the mechanical assembly
hould adapters be used both for shafts (joints) and the encoder (adjusting flanges), check that they are
uitable for the encoder model by referring to the annexed drawings.
f adapters are not manufactured by Hohner, make sure that:

the encoder can be stiffly and safely fixed.
any misalignment between the shafts to be coupled is within the limits set for the encoder and/or the

oint, if any.

3.2 Instructions for mechanical assembly

efer to the assembly drawing at the end of the paragraph.
- Fix the adjusting flange to the encoder.
- Connect the joint to the transmission shaft where the encoder is to be mounted.
- Connect the encoder shaft to the transmission shaft (through the joint, if necessary) by positioning the
encoder so as it can be later fixed to the machine.
- Fix the encoder body to the machine (through the adjusting flange or other means)
- Make sure that all the screws are well tightened.

ttention:
- due to weight reasons, the encoder body is usually made of aluminium or other

composite materials (resins with short fibre charges): do not tighten too much the
screws in the encoder body thread.
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- use a stiff coupling between the shafts (excepted for self-aligning encoders): an elastic joint
is recommended.

13.3
Preparing the electric connection

If the encoder is supplied with a cable outlet, it is already provided with tinned wires ready for connection.
If the encoder is supplied with a connector, prepare the female by wiring it with reference to the label on it.
Attention: if the cables used have more poles than those required, make sure that the unused poles
are properly terminated. In case of conductors free of signal, connect them to the zero volt supply
(both the ends of the cable); in case of signal conductors, terminate them through a resistive load
with stable potential.

13.4 Instructions for electric connection
Attention: - if only some outlets of the encoder are used, read the note in the paragraph above.- It is
always recommended to use shielded cables and, in case of long distances and/or strong
disturbances coming from other equipment, as well as in case of high speed balanced
communication, use twisted cables.

- The shielding closing is extremely important. If this operation is carried out improperly, the whole
measuring system could not run properly. It is recommended to leave the cable poles uncovered by the
shield for 20 mm max. If it is not possible to comply with this measure, use metal shell connectors to
connect the shield. The shield must contain all the electric/electronic equipment.
- It is important that the signal cables of the encoder do not lie together with power cables (ex. inverters,
motors, etc.): they must be separated by means of suitable cableducts or in different paths.
- Power devices must be equipped with suitable net wires and proper cable shielding, which allows to
minimise both induced and irradiated disturbances.
- Lines must be laid so that cables do not hinder machine running (ex. chains) and they are not
damaged by moving organs. Do not bend the cable too much.
- Lay the cable by choosing the shortest path from the encoder to the control system and connect it to
the latter.
- The encoder must by supplied with power only after checking the correct wiring and the safe coupling
of the connectors or cables to the clamps.
- Start the system and check the correct assembly and operation by carrying out a working cycle.

Encoder

Elastic joint

Flange coupling

Axle
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14. Programming software
The programming software has been produced by Hohner Automazione S.r.l. with the aid of a PC equipped with a
standard serial interface RS232, multiturn single-turn Asynchronous serial encoder parameters, series AMS, ATS,
AMM, ATM
This software can also be used as diagnosis in order to display the values transmitted by the encoder.

Attention: RS-232 programming and encoder transmission work as separate elements. However, message transmission
by the encoder is automatically carried out when exiting from the program.

14.1 Software installation:
- Copy the files from the enclosed floppy disk into the work directory and connect the encoder to the computer COM
available (press: Type AXX_CONF.TXT to display the wiring diagram)
- Launch the program AXX_PC10.EXE and press ENTER; for COM from 2 to 4, press AXX_PC10 / x (2<x<4) and
any key; if the encoder is disconnected, Encoder not connected will be displayed
14.1.1 Hardware installation:
As far as the hardware connection between the PC and the encoder is concerned, follow the diagram below:
       Cable connections for serial interface AxS/AxM ---- PC
        AMS/AMM/ATS/ATM                      |            PC    
CONTACT 12-Pole Female           9-Pole Female    25-Pole Female

6 2- 2-
5 3- 3-
12 5- 7-

14.2 Explana
- Relative Position: fr
- Absolute Position: 
- Configuration: fram
- B0..Bn: number of d
- CKS / CR: Check Su
- PAUSE: Pause betw
- Offset: Deviation as 
- Single turn / Multi t
- Direction: increase U
- Enc.Code: code of B
- N.Bit ST / N.Bit MT:
- Shift Rig. : specular
- Parity Bit: parity bit 
- Baud Rate: transmis
- Ver.SW Enc: 1.4 ind

       14.3 Parame
Parameters are programm
4- 6-
6- 8-
8 20-
15

tion of terms:
ame showing the encoder position according to the offset value set.
frame showing the encoder absolute position.
e showing the encoder parameter configuration.
atum Byte inside the frame.
m / line return Byte, only for ASCII setting
een the last sending and the following one.
to the absolute value.
urn / Position: value of single turn / multi turn / global position

P (clockwise as to the shaft), Down (counter-clockwise as to the shaft).
inary, Gray, BCD, ASCII encoder data.

 number of datum bits for the single-turn / multi-turn.
 datum or right-packaged bits
per Byte: Even, Odd, High, Last
sion speed: 300/1200/2400/4800/9600/19200/38400/57600/115200
icates the software version being used.

ter programming:
ed by means of the controls in the "Help" frame

By pressing Alt+C, it is possible to access the "configuration"menu:
By pressing , it is possible to move through the filds of the configuration menu
By pressing , it is possible to select the desired setting in each field
Press "enter" to confirm the values entered
Press "esc" to exit from the Configuration menu without confirming the values
entered
By pressing Alt+F you enter the Bit Aux Function menu:
By pressing , it is possible to move through the fields of the Bit Aux Function
menu
By pressing , it is possible to select the desired setting in each field
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Each of the 6 auxiliary bits can be set as follows:

LOW: the bit always takes on the value 0

HIGH: the bit always takes on the value 1

PARITY ADDEN: the bit is 1, if the sum of the frame bits is even (0)

PARITY ODDED: The bit is 1, if the sum of the frame bits is odd (1)

< PR1: the bit is 1, if the encoder is in a lower position as to  Preset1

< =PR1: the bit is 1, if the encoder is in a lower position as to Preset 1 or in the same position

= PR1: the bit is 1, if the encoder is in the same position as Preset1

= >PR1: the bit is 1, if the encoder is in a higher position as to Preset1 or in the same position

>PR1: the bit is 1, if the encoder is in a higher position as to Preset1

< >PR1: the bit is 1, if the encoder is in a different position as to Preset1

The values referring to Preset1 can also be set for Preset2

Press "enter" to confirm the values entered
Press "esc" to exit from the Bit Aux Function menu without confirming the values entered

N.B. In order to have the auxiliary bits on the output frame (AUX part), it is necessary to set the
number of bits to be enabled from the Configuration menu, N.Bit Aux field.

Ex. No. of auxiliary bits: 1
Bits in the frame: Bit called "0"

Ex. No of auxiliary bits: 4
Bits in the frame: Bit called "0"

Bit called "1"
Bit called "2"
Bit called "3"

By pressing Alt+0 you set or reset the offset value

By pressing Alt+1 you set or reset the Preset1 value

By pressing Alt+2 you set or reset the Preset2 value

14.4 Exit from the program
- Press "Esc" to exit from the program.
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